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The Altgens photograph, Commission Exhibit 900, is used almost 
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ng in the main entrance of tHe Book Depository, whereas, 

sph was Billy Love VS ww 

this direction were more 
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raph, while taken 
the Fresident was shot, nonethess establishes 
tain point in the degree of his reactio 

“lthough it is completely avoided in Altgen's testimony, this 
vary shows that Gov, Connally had not been struck and 
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The Commission used appreciably less than half 

ted. 

tout having access to the original negative (and the Commis. 

sion was careful to never use any print of the entire negative), it 

‘not possible te tell exactly what is included on this negative. 

fhe Associated Press, for example, on p.1 16 of its book, "The Torch Is 

Passed", has cropped a Little of the left (compared to the Commission's 

the top or bottom or both. It seems likely, 

position, that at least some of the bottom was cropped. 
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Loby the Commission, the photograph seems to have been 

b with a tebephoto lens. There is nothing in Altes ens’ testimony 
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t to indicate this, and everything “to indicate the contrary. ie Som Sonate 

. interrogation is that the nature of 

f the camera and the type of the fiim 

» the Commission has used several different versim 8 

of the same photograph. For cna in the report (R. (R. 113) there is 
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in Exhibit 203 (16 H $6); but neither of these photo- 
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vyrechs showswhat is abundantly clear a the original, the positionof 
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olicemen (a subject of somé importance in 

their sestimony) and, again because the Report photograph 
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ollowup cars, about which Secret 

timony. The police, on the contrary, 

imony, and these are the policemen who are excluded 

from the picture as printed by the Commission. 

Press version shows that the Presidential and 

4 28s nm Gars are not exactly in a line with each other, the followy 

: i burned back to the left because it had been farther to the 

"herve is more space between the followuo car and the converti- 

ble in which the Johnsons are riding, the third car, Only the fourth 

een struck by the third 
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The matoreycle policeman closest to the south curb of Elm Street 

People are, in fact, hanging out of the windows of the building 

on the northeast corner of Elim and Houston. Without knowing what-the mere 

shows, there is no way of knowing whether there 
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escape going 

The other Altgens photograph, not used by the Commission, shows 
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Hill mot yeb on the trunk of the car, Jackie Kennedy's blood- 

stained glove upon the trunk, and the car has not yet reached the last 
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Blm Street, 

and the chief's 

the undernass. 

fi is an excellent photograr 

ee Lar = 4 2 Hs of the Zapruder film. 
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ithout limit, and taxes neither a Harvard law degree nor years Ke 

at this, above all, should have bean done, n 

ldnit do it, It went even farther, it had 

itg on a photograph, at first by its nature, then 

bs and second, om such a small scale thas 

& himself, he can only do so approximately. To confuse this 

the Commission didn't use the photograph upon which he 
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names of the streets lettered in. 

greph te begin with, not taken from directly overhead, in 

addition, and worst of all, shows abowt’16 times more area than Is” 

ssary or desirable in ddentifying Altgens, the Presidential car 

Depository, and the point at which Altgens saw the last 

bullet hit the President in the head. This, of course, only if an 

photograph was desirable. If there was a legtimate need for 

to destroy perspective, it should have been of 

it should have been used with other photographs, 
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itgens was a veteran Associated Press photographic employee. 

a wiee photo operator who Also ts 4é “news photo editor aha ao 

been employed by Sellas bureau of 

d_ have been taken fron directly... 
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though he had proper credentials and even though, as he later 3 -* a 

were allowed onto the CGvar. 

nate locations from which to make pho- 

took: one east cn Main Street as the 

pparently had been neither requested nor subpenaed to 

Lid with him because he immediately volunteered "I do not 

film with me now so I don't know exactly, but I know 
aiste: 

one or two pictures of the caravan coming 

also got a picture of the President waving 
ime 3s 

turned the corner from Main into Houston, of 

bse movtn wind catching Jackie Kennedy's hat and almost blowing it off 

and her grabbing it (but the Commission doesn't want to say much about 

the wind because it has a lot of bearing on the motbon of Ghe. CPEO. ccc 

gsassia is supposed to have shot), whink £4} 
WHLCn tone so 

ff 4s soon as he took this picture, Altgens said, "I thereupon 

grabbed my gadget bag that I carry my extra lenses in and ran fast 

down across the Yealey Flaza to get in front of the caravan for sone 

pictures and I took this ome picture - ", Of course, 
ag, cite emcee 

Liebeler had to interrupt at this point, All Liebeler did was to make 

the form of a question by asking Altgens if "as you 

2CPOSS, you were along 21m Street; is that correct?" It was not 

that he pan along Elm Streét, He 

Dealey Flaza ZB to Elm Street and stopped on the curb. 

“ Liebeler succeeded, He confused Altgeng,~ Altgens said he was on~theme-—- 
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got ready to take a pic. 
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Yocused to the area, had adjusted the camera to 15 feet 
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had bean shot 

was shocked 

anyone else had been hit, he moved to the north side of 

to werd the Depository, he saw the Hegres 3 

ows (later he describes them as “leaning 

incline because so many people, in. 

hat direction. He thought possibly v 

@. He took another "long look around 

the office ,..” 

aE ES? picture Lisbeler conld use, 

he showed the photographer a version with much of the bottom, ton, and 

‘ightehand side cropned SPP. 

£03, occupies only approximatazy 1/3 of p.5ay, 
4 the rest of which is blank. Instead of going into the picture and what 

: {t Liebeler wants to know of £ Altgens recognizes any of the people 
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This was Liebeler's basis for a major diversion whep,as soon nap. 
: » i= became necessary. Even here, Liebeler digresses unnecessari- 

~Y, asking Altgens a question the answer to which Altgens had previously 

about whether or not the Pres nt had reacted, (ep. 519) 
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of the shots, although Altgens had made it very clear he is vy 
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have been more important 

nvine 

\ltgens' offer wouldhave 

have avoided 

3, ineluding an 

In easing avay from Altrens! offer 3 

slip out when he 

eu were away fro 

than just that; 

ebeler and the Commission were avoiding ... 

reason Liebeler immediately changed the subject, 

=@ about. 

ubject back to the number of shots, the v 3 

tographer ap chee to make 

her shot if the Sniper saw what damare 

very — and 

toe me afterwards 

he mo 

mage to create enough attention to the fact that 

agun, Ankther shot would have truly 

sens had hed absolutely nothing to do, that 

‘ven him away, because everybody was lopking for him,..." (p.522) _ 

Liebeler goes into the 

Billy 

Altgens had already made it 

never known anybody at the Book Depository. 



beler said he had no more questions, he gave Altgens a4 

subsequent look to- 

oes he saw, "they were 

a Te 
hing. “yom the 

the President was shot in 

12 baat ie a positim to see these Negroes, it is 

‘for a brief interval, they did not leave their po- 
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considered with the testimony of the Negroes them- 

i. at: eh. stayed on the fisth fl toor. AN ca a ae rela. 

palring, Heerthe kets were fired, Hemember, akg said they 

keard no one moving, running, walking on the sixth floor or coming .. ww... 

also referred to having seen a number of people 

wincdous of the building across the street from the Book Deposi- 

is true on the second floor, and that photograph shows only the first 

olic eman who had | 

if pointing out the 

aboht the picture as 

it ite used as a basis for the claim that Oswald was in the doorway and 

of Altgens' conversation with. Bonafede, of & Chicago paper and Magy - iret RA BRS oetbacetaniom 6 on 

London Daily News, Liebeler thanks Altgens 

He seid Altgens! testimony had been helpful "to the 

that it helped to establish the timing of the shots and I'm glad 
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The importance of the best ineny *Ltgens couse nave Given was to 
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Yresidential car atothe time of the shots, 

LUgens' last comment is a commentary not only upon his testimony, but 
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of the staff of the Commission: "Hell, I wish T had 
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this information to you the next day when it was 

ch my mind because 6 months or so later (it was 8 months), some~ 

the facts might be jus ¢ ot
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in its complete form and his tabtimony, 

confirm that Kennedy was, in Pact, shot prior 

Commission postulates, I personally believe 
the manner in which he was handled reveals the Commission's knowledge e 

in destroyin 

tainly @ Secret 

e Presidential followup, or fourth, ear, clearly 

No matter how 

instantaneous their reaction, they do take sometime when time is measurediwiw.... iearaeeoe 

with an eon h.8 seconds, 

~ “ave earlier notes on this picture. 
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